MAY - AUGUST
REGISTRATION & ORIENTATION (required and encouraged)
• Online Orientation
• New-Student Advising & Registration Sessions
• Redesigned Accelerated First Year Experience Seminars (IDS 101)* (28 sections)

AUGUST 19-30
ENGAGEMENT WEEKS (optional & targeted)
• Increased & Enhanced Special Population Sessions
• Cohort-based Activities
• Smart Start Days (hands-on direct assistance with last minute needs prior to starting class)
• Workshops (e.g. Survival Skills, Overcoming Math Anxiety, Optimizing Library Resources, Independence/Adulting 101)

SEPTEMBER
WELCOME MONTH (optional & targeted)
• Academic interest groups, activities by major/pathway
• Community-building events
• IDS 101 - 9 sections in Mini-Mester I

* This schedule will allow 850 new students to take the accelerated IDS over the summer months in order to be prepared for the start of school in September.